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Company news 

 

LSL Property Services (LSL, p, £m)  

Estate, lettings and property/financial services agent. Trading update and new banking facility. LSL has 

“continued to deliver strong financial performance” throughout the first seven weeks of 2021, building on 

the positive trading in 2020, outlined in the 15 January trading update.  Each of the three main trading 

divisions reported growth in underlying operating profits in January 2021, ahead of the same month in 2019 

and 2020. Estate Agency: Exchange income is “very strong” as the record year-end pipelines move through 

to completion. This trend is expected to continue throughout the first quarter. At the end of January, the 

residential sales exchange pipeline remained over 50% ahead of the prior year. There is currently no 

indication of a material increase in residential fall-through trends. Whilst instructions have slowed across the 

market during the latest lockdown, LSL has increased its share of instructions in the areas in which its 

branches operate. Profits also benefited from the reshaping of the branch network in February 2019. 

Financial Services: Following 8% growth during 2020, total financial advisors increased further in January to a 

total of 2,613 (31 December 2020: 2,585). Surveying: Profits benefitted from higher income per job and cost 

restructuring undertaken during H2 2019 and in early 2020. New banking facility: A £90m RCF with a £30m 

accordion facility and a maturity date of May 2024 will replace the previous £100m facility due to mature in 
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May 2022. The facility, “arranged on competitive terms”, will give the group long-term “balance sheet 

flexibility to take advantage of a number of attractive opportunities, particularly in financial services”. Net 

banking debt at 31 December was an historic low of £1.6m (YE 19 £41.9m). Outlook: “The outlook for the 

economy remains difficult to predict with confidence. Speculation continues as to whether there will be any 

significant impact of the ending of the Stamp Duty Land Tax holiday [see below]. In light of this, the board 

considers it prudent to observe a longer period of trading prior to reinstating guidance. LSL will release its 

full year results before the end of April [previously scheduled for 9 March], by which time the board intends 

to reinstate guidance and provide a more detailed strategic update, and in particular its plans to capitalise 

further on its significant opportunities in financial services”.  

 

In other news … 

 

Stamp Duty deadline. Chancellor Rishi Sunak is preparing to extend the stamp duty holiday by three months 

until the end of June in next Wednesday’s Budget according to The Times (link, paywall). This follows a Daily 

Telegraph prediction on 12 February (link, paywall) that Sunak was “considering extending the stamp duty 

holiday by six weeks”. The moratorium, which he announced in July, allows savings of up to £15,000 on 

homes costing up to £500,000. The chancellor has faced a growing campaign to extend the deadline amid 

concerns that thousands of buyers have faced delays in completing and that it would create a general ‘cliff-

edge’ in the market. The Times story also contains detailed predictions of other economic initiatives to be 

unveiled in the 3 March Budget: he is expected to extend the furlough scheme, which is due to conclude on 

April 30, over the same period; the business rates holiday for the retail, hospitality and leisure sectors will 

also be extended, along with the VAT cut for hospitality and tourism; a rise in Corporation Tax during the life 

of this parliament to up to 25%. Viewpoint: We still have to see whether the Stamp Duty extension - if true - 

covers new or recent home offers as well as those already made and grinding forwards extra slowly. LSL’s 

comments, above, suggest new buyers are coming into the market irrespective of the likelihood of missing; 

the real losers would be those who had offers accepted months ago, but are locked in glacial chains. An 

extension including forthcoming offers merely creates the risk of a new ‘cliff face’ - real or imagined - further 

down the road.   
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